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This is a short report on a trip to Coorow in September 2020 to 
visit a friend’s farm but also to view roadside maintenance 

practices in that area of  the wheatbelt, which in many places was 
seen to involve the unnecessary disturbance of  roadside native 

vegetation, which then goes to weed. The disturbance appears to 
make no improvement to road functionality, only detracts from the 

natural qualities of  the area.  



Wildflower tourism is promoted in the area!



And there are roadsides still with native vegetation, 

including wildflowers (even in some mildly disturbed 

gravel areas)



But right through the area, there are many road verges with back 

slopes that have been disturbed by grading, slashing, burning and 

spraying (sometimes done after burning first) – irreplaceable 

biodiversity replaced by invasive and fire prone weeds forever! 

Clearing of  

back slope to 

the fence line 

– Mamboobie

Rd, Coorow

Slashing and 

mulching of  

back slope –

Midlands Rd 

near south 

boundary of  

the Shire of  

Coorow



➔



Road verge back slopes that have been disturbed inevitably go to weed, 

forever! There is no benefit to road functionality, road safety, wildlife 

or place making (tourism) – pictures Mamboobie Rd, Coorow



For example, a massive infestation of  wild radish on 

cleared road verge – Buntine -Marchagee Rd



Fence removed and cropped by farmer to the edge of  the 

verge – but no wildlife linkage left and nothing left to stop 

gully erosion down road verge – Buntine-Marchagee Rd



A good stand of  Melaleuca adnata mulched on the verge 

– now going to weed (Midlands Road – Main Roads 

WA responsibility)



Less perennial vegetation in the landscape sees more wind 

erosion and an increase in the area affected by secondary 

salinity. And weeds can harbour crop destroying pests, such 

as the Russian Wheat Aphid.



Will roads like this (Wubin-Mullewa, consisting of  frangible native 

shrubs and small trees – no road safety issue) be next on the list for 

unnecessary clearing or mulching of  the road verge back–slope?



Please consider!

• The SW of  Western Australia is a world recognised
biodiversity hotspot. Most of  that biodiversity is now 
fragmented, so wildlife linkages of  native vegetation are 
essential to keep them ecologically functional. At least 75% 
of  our biodiversity is “below the knee” – it is not a safety 
issue for vehicles and does not impede the movement of  
machinery. In fact, it can help with road safety as it is 
frangible and will just slow run-off  vehicles down to a stop. 
That roadside native vegetation gives a “sense of  place”, 
wildlife habitat and assists with tourism. So why clear it, just 
to create a linear reserves of  weeds forever! Most rural areas 
do not have the population density or the funding to ever 
restore cleared verges back to native vegetation, which is not 
entirely possible anyway!


